SOCIAL
MEDIA

WHO ARE WE ?
Neuronimbus is a 17 years aged full service digital agency.

Our three core pillars.
"Innovation" Drives our constant pursuit to evolve and get better
❖ "Simplicity" A de-jargonized and no-nonsense approach towards our work
❖ "Quality" Meeting global standards of performance and security
❖

✓ A strong team of digital mavericks in Gurugram, Bengaluru & Sydney
✓ Tier 1 clients in key industry segments

WHY
CHOOSE US?

End-to-End Solutions
We are a one-stop destination as we cover all dimensions of
digital transformation, cloud engineering, web & app
development, digital marketing, designing, and more..

Quality Experience
Our unmatched experience of more than 17 years makes
us a pioneer in the field of digital transformation. We
have an impressive list of satisfied clients across the globe
including PwC, Panasonic, Unicharm and Whirlpool.

Business-Centric Perspective
While we live in our tech world and think and breathe digital, we
understand that the business needs are more customer-centric
and more about their users and prospects. We bring that touch of
business realism to our work.

Dedicated Team Of Experts
At Neuronimbus, we have a dedicated team of digital experts,
who have expertise in various aspects of digital transformation,
designing and marketing.

Process For Success
Our digital experts follow a process that is tailor-made for
merit & success. We begin with developing a digital strategy
that guarantees online success, to deliver unique user
experience, and a natural brand voice.

Progressive Approach
We have a progressive approach as we always endeavor
to follow the changing tech trends and make them a
part of our digital strategies.

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

SOCIAL MEDIA OPTMISATION

CREATIVE
COMMUNICATION

CHATBOT
INTEGRATION

PRODUCT PROMOTIONS

FACEBOOK APP DEVELOPMENT
& ANALYTICS

SOCIAL MEDIA
OUR SERVICE
COVERAGE

ONLINE REPUTATION
MANAGEMENT

TARGETED SOCIAL
ADVERTISING

PAID CAMPAIGNS

YOU NEED SOCIAL MEDIA EXPERTS
Effective social media marketing is about much
more than just posting. Years of experience in
social media handling has taught us, it always
start with requirement analysis. We conduct
social media research & analysis for your brand
or business to make sure that the campaign
delivers the best results.

Our research & analysis
approach:
❖

Social Audit

❖

Competitive analysis

❖

Benchmarking

SOCIAL AUDIT
We audit all your social media accounts across the internet for gaps and scope of
improvement. We reference with the best practices for auditing and report
accordingly.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
Our digital experts find your major competitors on social media to identify the right
direction and the point to focus for your campaign. We won’t let you miss out
anything.

BENCHMARKING
We benchmark your social media presence to effectually measure future
performance and fine tune your campaign strategy

OUR SOCIAL MEDIA
APPROACH
After we’ve analyzed your social media stance and the requirements, the next step is
designing a thorough campaign strategy to reach out and connect to your ideal audience.
Our social media strategy is to develop a persona of your brand and create a social
community of believers in that persona.

Our approach
❖

Goal Identification

❖

Persona Development

❖

Defining your social voice

❖

Framing distribution structure

GOAL IDENTIFICATION
Before we lay any plans for your social media presence, our team spends a fair
amount of time with you to understand your requirements and set goals
accordingly. To determine the ideal goal we identify several key points that your
business demands.

PERSONA DEVELOPMENT
Your brand has a personality that suits best to your ideal audience. Targeting them
minimalizes the efforts and enables you to focus on the right message you want to
deliver.
To develop this persona we determine the age, gender, geo-location, income and
several other personality identifiers, specific to the targeted social media channel.

DEFINING SOCIAL VOICE
Once your brand persona is defined, the next step is giving it a voice that
your target audience understands. We develop an appealing brand voice that
ideally connects with your target audience. Unique to each platform we give
your brand a voice that speaks your moto.

FRAMING DISTRIBUTION STRUCTURE
Planning content distribution is crucial to the performance of your social media
identity. We strategize based on key demographics, channels, goals and best
practices. Our social media distribution plan is a structure of content types (
Images, Gifs & Videos ) integrated with intelligently formulated media calendar.

ACTION PLAN

CREATE, EXECUTE, & REPORT.
Our action plan is purely effective!
Designing a social media strategy is tricky but executing it
with perfection is a nightmare. With the right expertise,
our social media specialists execute and improve the
strategies dynamic to the campaign.

Our action plan involves:
❖ Account setup and optimization
❖ Creating media calendars
❖ Community management
❖ Advertising

❖ Reporting

ACCOUNT SETUP AND OPTIMIZATION
Unique to each platform we setup your social media accounts and create a strong
social foundation by optimizing for both organic and inorganic reach to audience.

MEDIA CALENDAR CREATION
With the account and social media strategy in place, we create a well scheduled
calendar for the distribution of media content.

ONGOING COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
Regular communication with your audience is as important as getting them to follow
you. We ensure that no comment or query is left unattended and you have a strong
communication with your community.

ADVERTISING
Social media advertising helps you to explore a wider audience for your brand
promotion. Our experts work with you to plan, write copies, define target
audience and optimize ads for social media advertising.

REPORTING
Insights of your social strategy can help you to take better and more informed
marketing decisions in future. We not only share the monthly reports but help
you understand the insights and results.

Search Engine Optimization

Display Network Advertising

Social Media Marketing

PPC Advertising

Content Marketing

Web Development

Our Digital
Marketing
Services

Video Marketing

App & Web Analytics

Chatbot Integration

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION
For a successful business, you need to be visible on platforms where your potential
customers look for solutions. We tap into the massive business potential of search engines
to deliver to you the best in industry organic results

Keyword Research and
Competitive Analysis

Voice Search
Optimization

Design and Content
Optimization

Marketing
Analytics

Local and International Search
Optimization

Link
Building

Mobile
Optimization

Reporting &
KPIs

GOOGLE ADWORDS
With our expertise in Search Engine Marketing, we make
sure that every single click that you invest in drives effective
results for your business.

Campaign Strategy
and Audit

Creative Asset
Development

Media Planning
& Buying

Campaign
Optimization

Performance Analysis
& Reporting

CONTENT MARKETING
Our expert content developers and marketers in our team provide an end-to-end solution,
starting with a content strategy to the creation of rich and optimized content, and its
distribution across diverse channels to engage the audience and build the business brand.

Analysis and
strategy

Content distribution
& promotion

Content
creation

Analytics and
reporting

Content
management

PROGRAMMATIC
ADVERTISING
Programmatic Advertising helps us think in our
customers timings (their actual timings!). It allows us to
have the right message, for the right person at the right
time.

What do we offer for Programmatic Advertising
❖

Real-Time Bidding

❖

Demand Side Platforms (DSP’s)

❖

Private Exchange Buying

❖

Supply Side Platforms (SSP’s)

❖

Ad Exchange

❖

Data Management Platform (DMP)

VOICE SEARCH OPTIMISATION
With AI assistants & Voice search gaining preference as our go-to partner while
seeking answers, the need for brands to be voice search optimized has become
inevitable. Text searches are based upon specific keywords, but voice search
necessitates the content to reflect a natural way of conversation.
we offer data-driven featured snippet and voice search optimization services that
maximize your revenue. Ready to discover how our services can make a difference in
your bottom line?

FAQ Page
(Frequently Asked Questions)

Social Media Activity
(Encouraging Engagement)

Content Creation
(Adhering Natural Conversation)

Schema Metatag
(Improving Markups)

Bidding Long-tail Keywords

Google My
Business Listing

DISPLAY NETWORK ADVERTISING
Advertising across display networks is a cost-effective way to achieve big results.

Our team helps you to drive your digital advertising campaign to success, from ad
creation to targeting optimization and analytics assessment. We’ve managed highly
profitable ad campaigns across the Google Display Network and have worked
directly with other networks and publishers.
Our experts manage the following aspects of display network marketing
❖

Campaign Strategy and Structure

❖

Landing Page Strategy and Design

❖

Targeting Expertise

❖

Analysis and Reporting

❖

Ad Optimization

VIDEO MARKETING
The Video Marketing Service from Neuronimbus is a one-stop solution
which includes video content production, optimization and promotion.
Through well planned and designed storyboards, we will help you visualize
all the possibilities of animation and interactivity for your business and
products.

Our immaculate video optimization facilities and creative crew produce
animations and interactive content that is appealing and appropriately
engages with your user.

CONVERSATIONAL
MARKETING
VIA ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENT CHATBOT
INTRODUCING NEOBOT
❖

Programmed by the brilliant minds at Neuronimbus, given the ability
to converse as humanly as possible while carrying out the tasks it is
designed to do.

CREATE INTEREST THROUGH CONVERSATIONS
❖

Provide complete search of the website through a simple
conversation

❖

Social engagement – Integrated on Facebook messenger

❖

Initiate conversation to capture interest (get entries to a contest,
campaign, sampling drive etc.)

INTEGRATION
❖

Integrated with the NeuroCRM to capture all conversations and store

❖

Create actions (e.g. trigger leads or complaints or more)

Hire NeoBot

CAMPAIGN & ANALYTICS MANAGEMENT
Display &
Video 360

Tag
Manager 360

Campaign
Manager

Search Ads 360

Data from, social, email,
affiliates and other paid media
is tracked in Campaign
Manager

Deploy tags faster for
conversion tracking, site
analytics, remarketing and
more

Optimize 360

Data Studio

Test best onsite content to show
audience segments

Export data
for evaluation and
next month way
forwards

Analytics 360
Data from display, video, and
search bought through DV360
and search Ads 360 flows into
campaign manager and
analytics 360

Track usage of websites,
create segments of users
and see complete user
journey from Ad to sale

MARKETING

TOOLS
A digital marketing agency is incomplete
without, the expertise of the latest tools,
here are some of the tools that we rely on.

Social Media

Email Marketing

Customer Engagement

Programmatic Advertising

Search Engine Marketing

Data Studio

OUR

CLIENTS

OUR WORK
SNAPSHOTS

TCL TV
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION & MARKETING

ORGANIC (SEO)
❖

454% increase in organic traffic

❖

1033% increase sessions – 195000 sessions

❖

Page views increased by 1227% (717,000 views).

PAID MEDIA (PROGRAMMATIC AD)
❖

Achieved a CPC 60% lower to the proposed cost
per click from Search Ads.

❖

Acquired 500,000 clicks from Search, Display &
Video Ads.

❖

Garnered 113.7 Million Impressions

TASHI CELL
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION &
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

SEARCH ENGINE OPTMISATION (ORGANIC)
❖

8 5% increase in organic traffic within six months.

❖

152% increase sessions – 91,000 Sessions

❖

Page views increased by 130% (388,000 Views)

SOCIAL MEDIA (PAID)
❖

3 59% growth observed in the addition rate of Followers Base on
Facebook in the first four for months of our undertaking.

❖

90% Increase in the total post Impressions on Facebook & organic
growth of up to 23% in impressions on Twitter.

❖

Catered over 63,000 engagements on Instagram

❖

Engaged most with the targeted Audience: Men (25-34 age grp)

MAMYPOKO (UNICHARM)
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION & MARKETING

SEO, SEM & MOBILE SEARCH
OPTMISATION EFFORTS RESULTED
IN:
❖

1 726% increase in organic traffic

❖

2971% increase in sessions, in the first year of our
optimisation– Total of 1.2 Million sessions

❖

Page views increased by 1583% in our first year of
handling their SEO (1.6 Million views)

❖

Added over 1.05 Million Users With majority of
users visiting via Mobile Devices.

❖

This was a result of our effective Mobile Search
Optimisation.

ELDECO
SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING

LEAD GENERATION VIA SEARCH
ENGINE MARKETING RESULTED IN:
❖

We reduced the conversion cost by almost half of the
industry’s average.

❖

Total of 168000 impressions and 3521 Clicks,

SOCIAL MEDIA (PAID)
❖

1921 Leads for their real estate services.

❖

We attained a reach of over 455176 in the first 14 Days.

❖

With our intelligent & innovative Search Engine
Marketing we achieved a drop of 40% in the Cost Per
Lead (CPL) from Facebook Ad Campaign.

HERO HOUSING & FINANCE
DIGITAL MARKETING | CONTENT DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVE
To reinvigorate the brand's digital footprint and generate
traffic interested in financial aids for their several
endeavours. Designing engaging AdWords campaigns for
better search engine performance and paid marketing
results.

CHALLENGE
Hero Housing & Finance wanted leads interested in taking
loans for not less than 1 0 Lakh INR. Within first few days of
the campaign we received more than 1 00 leads but we a
required of loans not more than 5 ,00,000 INR. This was a
major challenge for us.

RESULTS

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
❖

We did the first ever paid search marketing campaign for HHFL.

❖

Initially the Cost Per Lead(CPL) was ₹250 & the conversion rate was 7.71%, which was better
than what the industry was performing at the time.

❖

With constant optimization & active learning we dropped the CPL by more than 60%.
Currently, each lead for HHFL costs(CPL) ₹92.70 & improved the conversion rate to 21.32%.

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION
Our SEO efforts resulted in the following numbers for HHFL:
❖
29.26% increase in Organic Search
Nov'20: 3,957
May'21: 5,115
❖

Alexa Ranking improved by more than 13 Lakhs
Nov’20 - 1,924,490
May’21- 562,288

❖

36% increase in New Users
Nov'20: 3,448
May'21: 4,688

❖

More than 5 0% of Keywords are ranking in Top100
Nov'20: 4 /40 were ranking in Top100
May'21: 2 3/40 were ranking in Top100

I LEAD INDIA – Times of India Initiative
DIGITAL MARKETING | SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
RESULTED IN:
❖

Built a thriving fan base of 100k fans on Facebook & 1k+
followers on Twitter in 45 days

❖

Campaign specifics plugged on the basis of fan engagement
& feedback

❖

Created engaging Apps that went viral

❖

Directly impacted campaign registrations through Social
Media Engagement

HAVELLS
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION | SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING & OPTIMIZATION

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
RESULTED IN:
❖

Increase in session visits by up to 100%.

❖

Increase in Unique visitors by up to 90%

❖

Up to 50% increase in Page views during the
tenure.

❖

We achieved an exponential growth in the traffic
from Display Ads.

❖

230% growth in traffic from Social media channels

MERINO RESTROOMS
DIGITAL MARKETING | SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING & OPTIMIZATION

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
RESULTED IN:
❖

Built a fan base of 5000+ fans Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram & LinkedIn

❖

Achieved post reach of 500,000+ & 600,000+
impressions.

❖

Generated 150+ leads in 60 days

❖

Launched themed promotion based on hashtags
such as #merinoshowcase, #restroomresolution &
#thoughtfulsoultions

VARDAN
DIGITAL MARKETING |
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING & OPTIMIZATION

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
RESULTED IN:
❖

Organically grew the fan base by 10% on Facebook, 11%
Twitter, 20% Instagram & 42% LinkedIn

❖

Garnered 12000+ cumulative impressions on Facebook
acquiring 92.86% more organic traffic. Acquired 45 %
growth in session traffic

❖

Organically promoted our social pages using hashtags such
as #JointHealthMatters #NewYearNewYou
#InternationalDayofDisabledPersons

❖

Over 60% targeted keywords ranked in Google searches.

BENQ
SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING |
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING & OPTIMIZATION

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
RESULTED IN:

❖

The delivered impressions overshoot our proposed
number by 300%

❖

The achieved CPC was one-third of what was proposed
to the Brand.

❖

Our Team again achieved an overshoot of 100% with
the proposed views.

PIZZA HUT
DIGITAL MARKETING

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
RESULTED IN:
❖

Built a community base of 800,000 fans on
Facebook & 2k+ followers on Twitter from scratch

❖

Periodically engaged fans through viral Facebook
apps

❖

Helped seed latest offers & promos in single bursts
to a thriving fan base

❖

Generated real time feedback, with instant
optimisation

MCCAIN FOODS
DIGITAL MARKETING

LEAD GENERATION VIA SEARCH ENGINE
MARKETING RESULTED IN:

❖

Achieved an impressive 26.52% interaction rate which is
much higher than the standard 10%

❖

Achieved an average CPC of 66% to what was projected.

❖

Increased Instagram fan base by 300% & FB reach
increased by staggering 149%

❖

Our creative videos bagged 80,000 minutes of view
time with over 2,000 shares on Facebook. The YouTube
Ad generated 380,000 views .

BARISTA
TARGET GROUP IDENTIFICATION |
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING & OPTIMIZATION

LEAD GENERATION VIA SEARCH ENGINE
MARKETING RESULTED IN:
❖

Built a strong database of consumers, integrated with third
party loyalty program data and created targeted
communications for increasing transactions

❖

Keep the target audience engaged with quiz and contests
on Facebook and Twitter (Using apt hashtags) and with
engaging artworks on festivals and commemorative days

❖

Built a fan base of 240,000 fans (Facebook), 2,800+
(Twitter), 400+ (Instagram)

❖

Launched Click-a-Coffee app throughout the various social
media platforms to give the fans a chance to get their
photographs published in Barista Lavazza’s Coffee Table
Book every year

❖

Launched Friendship Jam to make most of the friendship
day through Facebook, Twitter & YouTube

DIGITAL

ADS

Promoted HCL – a multinational tech giant on
LinkedIn, Twitter and Google+

The campaign was covered by leading media
companies including Buzzfeed & ScoopWhoop

Indian Celebrities shared and supported the campaign we
did for Mumbai Mirror – A Times of India Initiative

Managed & promoted The Times of Indiaone of the largest Indian English-language
newspaper, on social platforms.

THANK YOU
Let’s go Digital & Accelerate Your Business

+
17

YEARS IN THE INDUSTRY

www.Neuronimbus.com

info@neuronimbus.com

+91 8588867113

